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1.0 PURPOSE
To inform all Field Service and Technical Support personnel of a new Propeller Shaft Assembly for the 132 gallon GranuFlo® Dissolution Tank.

2.0 SCOPE
A new assembly has been created for the 132 gallon GranuFlo® Dissolution Tank. It combines the two propellers and the propeller shaft into one assembly. The figure below shows the new assembly:

![Figure 1 - New Propeller Shaft Assembly (P/N 160154)](image)

Caution: Do not attempt to disassemble the propeller shaft assembly. It must be installed as an assembly due to a specific manufacturing process.

The propellers (P/N G84-001-42) and the propeller shaft (P/N 250452) are no longer available as separate spare parts.

If there are any questions regarding this bulletin, contact Fresenius Technical Support at 800-227-2572.
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